
Korea Venture Investment Corp. (KVIC) and Vertex Venture Capital
(VVC) of Israel signed an MOU (Memorandum of Understanding) on
Aug. 23 in Seoul to organize a US$150 million fund.

The bilateral venture fund,
fully supported by Small &
Medium Business
Administration (SMBA) of
Korea, will finance Korea-Israel
SME cooperation involving
technology exchanges, tie-up
establishment, M&A, etc.

The fund raising is scheduled
to be finalized by the end of
June next year and the two
sides plan to develop a
detailed management
program by the end of this year.

According to the bilateral MOU, KVIC will earmark US$25 million
from the Korea Fund of Funds and VVC will take charge of fund
management.

KVIC, incorporated in 2005, is a government-backed Korea fund of
funds management company with US$1.5billion dollars under
management. KVIC invests in top tier funds in a broad range of asset
classes from venture capital to mid-cap buyout funds in Korea. 

Vertex Venture Capital is a top-tier Israeli VC with a strong
international investor base, an experienced multi-disciplinary team of
professionals, and an impressive track record of exits through M&A
and IPO. VVC manages over $600 million in venture capital and
invests in early stages of high technology companies in the fields of
information networking and communications, enterprise software,
digital media, and other emerging technologies. We seek companies
with outstanding management, unique intellectual property and real
market growth potential.
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SMBA revealed that its support activities for organization of venture funds to induce foreign
capital and to diversify venture capital investment resources and globalize venture firms are
achieving substantial.

Consequently, SMBA said that it expects investments in competitive small and medium-size
venture firms to be come more brisk. Since last year, SMBA has promoted the support activities
intensively.

On a 40 billion won-scale fund (foreign capital inducement: 20 billion won), AJUIB Advanced
Materials Fund (operator: Aju IB Investment Co.) was organized with its general assembly on
August 3.

This fund, in particular, marks the first time for Solvay, a global chemical company based in
Belgium, to make an equity investment of 20 billion won in accordance with its MOU for
cooperation concluded with Korea Venture Investment Corp. (KVIC) in April this year, in which
the Korea Fund of Funds participated with investment of 10 billion won in the form of
occasional equity investment method. 

With the present results as a start, organization remaining two more foreign investment
inducement funds, which have been selected by the Korea Fund of Funds as targets for

<Organization and Status of Foreign Capital-Induced Venture Funds>
(Unit: 100 million won)

* KFF: Korea Fund of Funds

Fund Name Operator
Organi zation. Equity Ivestment Equity Investment 

Scale from KFF from O'seas Fund 
AJUIB Advanced 

Aju IB Investment 400 100 200 (Belgium)
Materials Fund

KIF-Capstone Fund Capstone Partners 500 50 245 (China)
IDG Ventures 

IDG Ventures Korea 420 100 US$27 Mil. (USA)
Korea Fund 2

Sub Total 3 Companies 1,320 755
Bio Medical Field Under Selection 1,000 To be decided 200 (USA)

Environment, Under 
300

To be
100 (Japan)

Energy Fields, etc. Promotion decided
Sub Total 2 Companies 1,300 300

5 Companies 2,620 1,055

Brisk Organization 
of Venture Investment 

Funds Induce Overseas Capital
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occasional investment, also are expected to gain further
momentum. The expectations of Solvay, which is
participating as a foreign investor in the fund, regarding
Korea's technological potential are so great that it is
planning to establish an electronic materials and new &
renewable energy-related R&D center in Korea as a new
business R&D hub. Through its equity investment in the
fund, Solvay is seen as an important strategic partner in
identifying excellent new-tech raw materials firms in Korea.

CEO Yang Jung-Kyoo of Aju IB Investment expressed his
feelings by saying, “The AJUIB Fund is a fund successfully
raised by the foreign capital inducement activities of SMBA
and the Korea Fund of Funds. We will do our best to ensure
that the AJUIB fund becomes a model for fund operation
through foreign investment inducement by intensively
investing in excellent SMEs in advanced parts and materials
industries at home and abroad as a strategic partner in
concert with our overseas investor.”

On July 22, meanwhile, KVIC, following its investment
examination, approved a 10 billion won equity investment
in IDG Ventures Korea Fund 2, which decided to induce a
US$20 million-scale fund from a U.S. information &
communication-specialized investment company. This year
among the affiliate funds of the Korea Fund of Funds, the
number of investment cooperatives to induce overseas
capital increased to three. A combined 132 billion won is
expected to be raied by investment cooperatives with
inducement of a total of 755 billion won in foreign funds.

IDG Ventures Korea Fund 2, which will be organized in
mid-August on a 42 billion won scale, plans to invest
intensively in new enterprises in domestic IT fields like IT,
broadcasting convergence, excellent software content, etc.
utilizing its overseas investment experience. The fund
intends to support marketing and management strategies
through utilization of its global networks, providing
opportunities to grow into global enterprises.

The KIF-Capstone Investment Cooperative (operator:
Capstone Partners), in which the Korea Fund of Funds
promised to make an equity investment in early July, plans
to organize a fund on a 50 billion won scale after receiving
investment of 24.5 billion won from a Chinese global
Internet-specialist targeting investment in wireless, IT and
games-related firms as new changes emerge in the trends
of these industries.

Investment by foreign capital in domestic venture funds,

which rose to 90 billion won in 2008, dropped sharply to
23.2 billion won in 2009 due to the aftereffects of the
global financial crisis. This year, however, foreign capital
joint investment with the Korea Fund of Funds alone is
expected to exceed 100 billion won.

Cited as the reasons that foreign capital inducement has
become so brisk this year are not just the nation’s efforts
made for foreign capital inducement, including conclusion
of MOUs between SMBA and KVIC and overseas
institutions for cooperation in foreign investment since last
year, but also the drastic improvement in the equity
investment method, expanding the equity investment
amount from the Korea Fund of Funds to 25% if foreign
capital accounts for 30% or more of the total fund
organization amount. This measure was introduced to
address the rigidity of the occasional equity investment
system, which had been operated under a ceiling of one
billion won, for establishment of the Korea Venture
Federation (KVF).  

In addition to Solvay, KVIC also concluded an MOU with
Seoul City to cooperate in the inducement of Global Bio
Medical Fund and an MOU with a Japanese investment
company. Therefore, cooperatives with a 130-billion-won scale
are scheduled to be organized with inducement of 30 billion
won in foreign investment and venture funds with a total of
260 billion won in foreign capital are expected this year. 

KVIC CEO Kim Hyung-Ki said, “Recently, domestic small
& medium and venture enterprises are attracting attention
from international investors gradually regarding their
growth potential. Carrying out a hub role in inducing
foreign capital for venture investment, the Korea Fund of
Funds is continuing utmost efforts to create an investment
environment in which our domestic small & medium and
venture enterprises can be reborn as hidden global
champions.”
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Meeting With Subcontractors

SMBA Administrator Kim, Dong-sun, held meeting with heads of
subcontractors associations, Aug. 13, involving business
relationship between large enterprises and SME. 

The dialog, also attended by related specialists, aim to monitor
the real business climate and to improve the business ecology,
ultimately leading to balanced and inclusive growth. In the
meeting, they check current picture of subcontracting relationships
such as delivery expense reduction, cancellation of orders by large
conglomerates.

KEPCO Rally to Support SMEs

SMBA Administrator Kim, Dong-sun attend a rally of the Korea
Electronic Power Corp.(KEPCO) on Aug. 27 that was organized to
declare the public electric utility's dedication to support SMEs.
KEPCO announced that it would earmark a total of 5.24 trillion
won to purchase SME products and services this year. 

Meanwhile, SMBA deliver the message that the cooperation and
collaboration among large enterprises and SMEs should be based
on a common win-win spirit for mutual benefit, adapting to the
changes in the prevailing business paradigm.

On-site Meeting With Regional
CEOs

SMBA Administrator Kim, Dong-sun held a free-wheeling
discussion with SME CEOs in Cheongju City, Chungcheongbuk-do
Province, on Aug.17.

During the meeting, Kim heard about bottlenecks in doing
business involving factory construction procedures, manpower
shortages, and overseas marketing activities. The meeting was part
of SMBA’s drive to identify problems and to deliver proper policy
packages tailored to the needs of regional SMEs.
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Cheering for Merchants
Traditional Markets

As a part of the SME policy drive to support micro-enterprises,
SMBA Administrator Kim, Dong-sun visited a traditional market in
Cheongju City, Chungcheongbuk-do Province, and held a
consultative meeting with merchants there. 

SMBA is taking various steps to modernize traditional markets,
including facilitating the use of traditional market commodity
coupons.

Talk With Photonics Tech
Businessmen

SMBA Administrator Kim, Dong-sun visited Korea Photonics
Technology Institute (KOPTI), holding talks with photonics tech
professionals and related businessmen in Kwangju Aug. 24. 

The visit, on heels of get-together of heads of regional SMBA, aim
to grasp the high-tech photonics industry suitable to SMEs.
Photonics emerges as promising business area, prompted by the
national drive to groom green industry as part of nex-gen growth
engine.

Forum on Win-Win
Cooperation & benefits

SMBA Administrator Kim, Dong-sun participated in a discussion
session on Aug. 18 that focused on win-win cooperation and
common prosperity of all business entities. 

The forum, hosted by the Korea Federation of Small and Medium
Business, attrated influential figures from the government, ruling
partys and economists as well as small & medium entrepreneurs,
reflecting the heat of the nation wide drive to foster SMEs in pursuit
of balanced and sustainable growth.
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Biz Start-up

The Small & Medium Business Administration (SMBA) is
preparing to designate an implementation agency to
facilitate the overseas advance of one-person mobile app
creators. Tentatively named the Global App Support
Center, the agency is scheduled to begin operations in
October this year, focusing on overseas marketing and
consulting activities.

Next year, the center will expand its responsibilities to
include the fostering of infrastructure to support the
overseas advance of mobile apps as well as the invigoration
of information exchanges.

The decision to set up the Global App Support Center
follows a series of steps from SMBA to support one-person
creative enterprises and mobile app businesses among
strategic efforts to create new job opportunities in response
to changes in the global business paradigm characterized
by an emphasis on software and knowledge-based
industries.

The Global App Support Center is the latest initiative
under SMBA’s strategy of combining industrial policy and
international outreach to leverage Korea’s strengths in the
new global economic environment.

Center to Support Global App Biz
Korean Version of Hidden Champion

<Conceptual Diagram of Global App Support Center>

Global App Support Center 

Support Overseas Marketing and Consulting

Create Infrastructure for
Overseas Advance 

Publisher 
o Support app translation
o Support production of

app publicity materials
o Protect and support

intellectual property rights
o Support specialized

consulting  

Mobile one-man
creative enterprise or
business cooperating
with one-man creative
enterprise

1) App Registration
(App Store, Samsung
Bada. Android
Market, etc.) 

2) App Publicity,
Advertisement
(AppVee, Apple
iPad, etc.) 

3) Overseas Advance
(App Developers,
etc.)

o Support participation in
famous exhibitions
abroad

o Induce influential
overseas events 

o Hold international
conferences

Support Activation of
Information Exchanges  

o Provide the latest
overseas information 

o Support community
activities

o Overseas publishing
support (App Publicity,
Advertisement,
Distribution)  



The government announced its
comprehensive plan to stimulate
youth start-up activities,
highlighting cultivation of 30,000
youth start-ups in the so-called
representative creative industries,
technology, knowledge and IT
applications. 

To help young people re-
challenge in start-ups, under the
plan the government intends to
promote ways to simplify corporate
rehabilitation procedures and to
ease punishment against
distribution of dishonored checks,
while increasing its R&D funds
significantly for youth start-ups. 

On August 19, SMBA announced
its support policies for youth
technology and knowledge start-
ups prepared by the
administration jointly with related
ministries at the 69th Emergency
Economic Countermeasure
Meeting and 9th National
Employment Strategy Meeting
presided over by President Lee
Myung-bak. 

To invigorate youth start-ups in
the three creative fields,
technology, knowledge and IT
applications, which have unlimited
growth potential, SMBA’s support policies encompass technology development, financial support,
system improvement, etc. extensively. Technology, knowledge and IT application-related start-ups
will be led by universities and research institutes, local autonomous bodies and related enterprises,
respectively. 

To activate youth preliminary technology start-ups, universities and research institutes will also
provide all-out support covering all processes ranging from identification of ideas to
commercialization of products after receipt of  government support. The government plans to
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Nurturing 30,000 Youth Start-ups 
in Creative Industries by 2012

Strategies by Policy Tasks 
Stage
(Start-up Preparatory o Prepare youth start-up cultivation plans 
Stage) for three creative fields  
Nurture Youth o Implement plans by field
Start-ups - Technology, knowledge and IT applications  
(Commercialization o Accelerate technology development and 
Stage) technology transfer
Overcome crises and o Produce test products and develop 
support growth technology insurance

o Expand commercialization funds and public 
purchasing 

o Senior enterprises' management consulting 
and support for growth 

(Re-challenging o Check the burden of venture company 
Stage) CEOs associated with joint liability for 
Eliminate barriers to guarantees   
re-challenges o Operate financial support programs for re-

challenging venture companies
o Simplify corporate rehabilitation procedures 

and ease penalties against dishonored checks  
(Creation of o Stage youth entrepreneurship campaigns 
Foundation) targeting college students  
Disseminate o Establish ‘Youth Entrepreneurship Foundation’
Entrepreneurship o Expand utilization of senior retirees' 

experience and know-how

Promotion Strategies and Policy Tasks 

(Continued on p9)



Small & medium enterprises (SMEs) are expected to
provide a break through in exploring practical and effective
vehicles to facilitate Korea-Africa economic cooperation.
SME cooperation has been put on the agenda of the 2010
KOAFEC (Korea-Africa Economic Cooperation) Ministerial
Conference, scheduled for Sept. 14-17.

The conference, titled “Rising Africa, Together with
Korea” is meaningful in that it is the largest Africa-related
event ever held in Korea, all voting participation by over 45
minister-level African officials from 35 countries and 150
African representatives from various fields - economics,
energy, construction, IT, agriculture and education. SMBA
Administrator Kim, Dong-sun will keynote the Korea-Africa
SME session, the first of its kind. The nation's top SME policy
maker is expected to suggest the establishment of Korea-
Africa SME Cooperation Support Center.

The center’s mission would be to identify viable joint
cooperation projects among Korean and African SMEs,
facilitate cooperation, invigorate information exchanges,
share experience and technologies, and launch other
value-added activities. “As the conference theme, ‘Rising
Africa, Together with Korea,’ indicates. The SME sector is
very well suited to the ultimate goal of this conference, that
is, sharing Korea’s experience of advancing from one of the
world’s poorest countries to the 15th largest economy in
just five decades,” SMBA officials said.

Korea's rags-to-riches odyssey has been largely attributed
to innovative and challenging entrepreneurship as well as
organizational and harmonized support from every sector,
including the government. Of particular note, Korean SMEs
have grown to become the backbone of the national
economy, now accounting for 99.9% of all our companies
and 87.7% of all employment. Thus far, Korea’s economic
cooperation activities with Africa, unlike those of the EU,
U.S., Japan and some others, have not been extensive due
to various limitations including the great geographical
distance. However, the winds of change are picking up.
Since the turn of the century, Africa, like a sleeping lion, has
been awakening and drawing global attention as a new
center for economic development. Over the past ten years,
you have collectively recorded an average growth rate of

5.2%, exceeding the global average of 3.6%. Indeed,
African growth, except for that of the newly industrializing
Asian region, is the highest in the world.

Blessed with abundant natural resources and 15% of the
world’s total population, the African economy is expected to
continue its rapid growth. And another positive factor for
Africa is its capacity as a gateway to the EU and U.S.
Considering all of the above, international economic
organizations like the IMF are projecting that Africa’s average
economic growth will be the highest in the world at 5.4%.
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SMEs Shorten Distance Between
Korea & Africa

Rising Africa, Together With Korea

KOAFEC stands for Korea Africa Economic
Cooperation Conference, but it does not limit itself to
being just a conference. Rather, it is a comprehensive
mechanism for the pursuit of a lasting and mutually
beneficial partnership between Africa and Korea. As an
integrated system equipped with various financial
facilities, KOAFEC aims to further the economic
development of Africa and Korea through identifying,
developing, and financing projects that will maximize
the two regions' cooperative synergies.

KOAFEC first began as a one - time ministerial-level
policy dialogue on Africa-Korea economic cooperation
in Seoul, Korea, in April 2006, and has since evolved
into a concrete channel for economic cooperation.
KOAFEC enjoys the full support of its co-organizers,
the Ministry of Strategy and Finance of Korea, the
African Development Bank, and the Export-Import
Bank of Korea.

About KOAFEC
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Nurturing 30,000 Youth Start-ups in

(Continued from p7)

Supporting in-depth Overseas
Market Surveys for SMEs 

SMBA, jointly with the Small &
medium Business Corporation
(SBC), plans to support in-depth
market surveys of target markets for
those enterprises selected for the
‘Export SME 500 Program.’

Under the plan, market survey-
specialized agencies will
comprehensively analyze target
market scales, consumer trends,
product specifications of competitor
companies, product viability of
domestic SME products, buyer lists
and results of inquiries and establish
detailed implementation plans
required for advance into related
markets as well as diagnosis of
market advancement possibilities.

This year, the second year of the program, SMBA
customized the plan by region and item and selected 21
market survey-specialized agencies. In response to diverse
corporate market survey demands, SMBA added industry-
related event information, including exhibitions, product
localization strategy, advertisement strategy, etc.     

After designating KOTRA, which
has 99 local networks in 72 countries,
in particular, as a new survey agency,
SMBA strengthened the level of
survey agencies further by excluding
those that had poor performance
results last year after appraisal. 

Director Kim Yoo-Sook of SMBA’s
Overseas Marketing Division said,
“The in-depth market survey is
playing a major role in driving the
growth of those export SMEs (US$1
million or less) that have weak in-
house market survey functions by
providing them with establishment
of target markets, specific strategies
and roadmaps.”

The ‘Export SME 500 Program’ is
designed to nurture promising SMEs with US$1 million or
less in exports, but which have  technological and business
potential into SMEs with US$5 million or more in exports
by 2012 through support of in-depth market surveys,
certification of standards, participation in exhibitions, etc.
SME targets by year: 100 companies ('09) 200 ('10) 
350 ('11) 500 ('12).

promote projects such as utilization of dormant patents
and support for green technologies in parallel.  Regarding
application start-ups, it intends to nurture 10,000 youth
application developers through 11 app creation and global
app support centers.

In new fields, like product design, broadcasting &
educational content, etc., where one-man start-ups are
comparatively easier to launch, the government intends to
prepare additional support policies. In addition, regarding
knowledge start-ups, it decided to expand the ‘Youth Start-
up 1,000 Project Model’ presently under implementation

to 16 cities and provinces nationwide starting in
September this year.  

The government also decided to increase its start-up
support R&D fund from 33 billion won this year to 100
billion won next year. To stimulate angel investments, it
intends to create a 15-billon-won matching fund through
equity investment (9 billion won) from the fund of funds.
To spread entrepreneurship, it also plans to establish a
national control tower, ‘Youth Entrepreneurship
Foundation,’ jointly with the private sector and raise 20
billion won in financial resources.
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New Ideas, New Concepts to Steal
the Heart of Clients

Displaying a reservoir
of creativity and
innovation, Korean
SMEs are going all out
to place their idea and
new-concept goods on
both domestic and
global markets. In
particular, they are
riding on the trends of
times, i.e., eco-friendly

and comfortable and convenient products to steal the
hearts of customers. The following are examples of new
trends, new products and new market.

SME idea products receiving attention in the fields of
living & electrical home appliances, health & beauty,
energy saving, etc. are introduced below:

Living & Health: Bean Cleansers, Diet Aromatics,
Anion-Generating Electric Lamp  

Cleansers or cosmetics made with vegetable ingredients
that are extracted from rice and beans are emerging as
popular products as they are showing excellent efficacies as
well as functions. Neulpuren Songcheon Co. has debuted
cleansers made of beans as the main material and is
drawing interest.    

According to the company, advantages of bean cleansers
made with fatty acids extracted from beans prevent skin
aging and accelerate blood circulation, while protecting
the environment in addition to being non-toxic to the
human body.

The company has introduced a series of products,
including hand cleansers, face cleansers, kitchen cleansers

and body cleansers. In fact, sulphates, phosphates, etc.
contained in synthetic detergents have been a problem
due to environmental hormone components that can
cause diseases of the endocrine system. But the company
says that beneficial ingredients extracted from beans, such
as tocopherol and isoflavone,  resolve the problem.

Meanwhile, Semyung University's Jecheon Herb RIS
(Regional Innovation System) Business Corps has
established Jayeonin Inc. and debuted oriental medicinal
aromatics with a diet function for vehicles. This product
features original aromatics that are 100% preserved 100%
and by breathing alone in the product, users can expect
body fat decomposition and anorexic effects. Sold under
the brand name 'Gambisoo,' the company is directly
undertaking distribution and even selling the products
through Internet shopping mall sites.    

Another product is receiving explosive interest with its
emergence on a TV program that introduces idea
products. It is Hiencore's 'Pure Anion-Generating Air-
Purification Electric Lamp.' When turned on, this product
removes hazardous components and bacteria from the air
and even has a deodorization effect. After development of
this product called, 'Lotyon Lamp,' not only for homes but
also for vehicles, the company is planning for export it
along with domestic sales.  

Architectural Construction - Rain Water-Permeating
Pavement Block, Plant-Growing Concrete        

A product suitable in
preparing for the
rainy season and
localized torrential
downpours is also

attracting interest. It is
'Rain Water-Permeating

Pavement Block (brand
name: Gravel Paver)' of Ino Block, a manufacturer
specialized in pavement blocks. Sidewalks that use this
product stay dry on rainy days since rain water is absorbed
into the block as soon as it touches onto its surface. 

The average water permeability coefficient of widely

Challenging, Innovative SMEs
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known water-permeating concretes is about 0.1mm/sec
level. But Gravel Paver's capacity is six times higher at
0.6mm/sec, capable of absorbing more than 360mm/hr.
As the company is using recycled aggregate in producing
Gravel Paver, it acquired 'Environmental Label Certification'
from Korea Environmental Industry & Technology Institute
(KEITI) in 2007.

Eco-friendly 'Porous Concrete Cobble' developed by
Samoh PRS after seven years of research also is a topic. This
cobble drew keen attention with its adoption for
replacement of the blocks at the Cheonggyecheon and
Yangjaecheon restoration projects in Seoul.

Energy-Saving Fuel Cell Warm Air Heater, BIPV
Window & Door 

A heating machinery
device that connects
hydrogen energy, brown
gas (mixture of oxygen
and hydrogen gas
obtained from electrolysis
of water), to existing warm
air heater equipment is
drawing attention. 

Cosmo Energy
developed the so-called
'Energy-Saving Warm Air

Heater' with an all-out commitment over seven years. This
product boasts greater economic efficiency because its
energy source is 50% cheaper than even tax-free diesel oil
prices. In the high oil price era, in particular, this device is
good news for farm villages engaged in vinyl greenhouse
farming. 

Furthermore, energy-saving windows and doors for zero-
energy housing are also attracting interest.  After selection
of solar energy business as a future growth engine and
establishment of a BIPV business dept. last year, Eagon
Window & Door Systems is accelerating the business with
the launch of  'Eagon Solar-Win.' 

'Eagon Solar-Win' is a BIPV solution based on a curtain
wall system. Among the items in the Solar-Win line, Eagon
Solar-Win Facade is a curtain wall-type product that
provides multiple functions, including structure, insulation
and sound-proofing. It produces an excellent insulation
effect and offers photovoltaic electricity generation as well. 

With solar cells installed on the roof or ceiling, Eagon
Solar-Win Roof simultaneously provides high photovoltaic

power generation efficiency and natural lighting
depending on the location and inclination angle. Eagon
Solar-Win Sunshade, which is used as a canopy over a
terrace, also offers high photovoltaic electricity generation
efficiency through effective rear ventilation with solar cells
installed at an optimum 30~40-degree angle.

Small-size Interior Products - Compression-type
Wastebasket, Paper Humidifier, Automatic Seasonings Mixer 

The eco-friendly 'Promade
Compression-type Wastebasket' of
Jungkwang P.S.I. is gaining
popularity at various shopping
malls through word-of-mouth viral
effect. The attractive feature of this
wastebasket is that it eases
inconvenience associated with the
use of volume-rate garbage bags
and catches two birds with one
stone - cleanliness and efficiency. 

Unlike existing wastebaskets that use 10-liter and 20-liter
volume-rate garbage bags, if these same garbage bags are
inserted into the Promade Wastebasket and covered with its
lid, the product can be used even in bedrooms and living
rooms. By compressing waste in the garbage bag with the
upper lid, this wastebasket can accommodate 30~40%
more garbage, while preventing bad odors as well. 

In 2007, Junkwang established 'Promade Living Science
Research Institute' to pursue creative development. With
investment of more than 10% of annual sales in R&D, the
company also plans to debut other idea products,
including a food waste treatment box.

A paper humidifier that does not require any electricity at
all is also a hot product. "Eco-Fresh' of JnK Science plays a
humidifier role utilizing only a water spray as its paper filter
absorbs and increases indoor humidity through a natural
evaporation phenomenon. The company says that this
product has a strong humidification effect with ten times
the natural evaporation volume.

Meanwhile, the popularity of safe and simple products is
also on the rise. An 'Automatic Seasonings Mixer' that can
process seasoning for 300 kinds of cuisine at the push of a
button has received an extensive publicity. Developer Cross
D&C explains that this mixer is a prerequisite idea product
for the catering business community and also for home
cooking. The company is proud that its mixer has
successfully completed verifications in terms of efficiency as
well as in the aspect of waste of food materials.



’10 Korean SME Pavilion Program at O’seas Exhibitions
(August-November)

No. Name Date Place Managed by
1 Sourcing @MAGIC '10 F/W 10.08.30~10.09.01 Las Vegas, USA Korea Fashion Textile Association
2 All China Leather Exhibition 10.09.01~10.09.03 Shanghai, China Korea Tanner's Association
3 2010 F/W MUNICH FABRIC START 10.09.01~10.09.03 Munich, Germany Korea Textile Trade Association

4
China Jilin Northeast Asia Investment  

10.09.02~10.09.06 Jilin, China Korea Foods Industry Association
and Trade Expo

5 IFA 2010 10.09.03~10.09.08 Berlin, Germany Korea Electronics Association
6 Pret-A-Porter Paris 10.09.03~10.09.06 Paris, France Korea Fashion Association
7 China International Optoelectronics Expo 10.09.04~10.09.06 Shenzhen, China Green LED R&D Association of Korea

8
International Instrumentation

10.09.06~10.09.09 Shanghai, China Korea measuring Instruments Research Association
Control Automation Fair

9 Hong Kong Watch & Clock Fair 10.09.06~10.09.10 Hong Kong, China Korea Watch & Clock Industry Cooperative
10 IBC 2010 10.09.10~10.09.14 Amsterdam, Netherlands Korea Digtal Convergence Association
11 International Iran Plast Exhibition 10.09.10~10.09.14 Teheran, Iran Korea Plastics Processing Machine Industry Cooperative

12
Beauty Cosmetics 2010 Paris 

10.09.12~10.09.15 Paris, France Korea Cosmetic Industry Cooperative
International Exposition

13 IFAT. German Environment Expo 10.09.13~10.09.17 Munich, Germany Korea Environmental Industry and Technology Institute
14 2010 F/W PREMIERE VISION 10.09.14~10.09.17 Paris, France Korea Textile Trade Association
15 OS +H Asia 2010 10.09.15~10.09.17 Singapore, Singapore Korea Medical Devices Industrial Coop. Association
16 VIETNAM ETE 2010 10.09.15~10.09.17 Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam Korea Electrical Manufacturers Cooperative
17 Dental Expo 2010 10.09.20~10.09.23 Moskva, Russia Korean Dental Trade Association
18 2010 GBE(Autumn) 10.09.24~10.09.26 Guangzhou, China Korea Cosmetic Association
19 Marmomacc 2010 10.09.29~10.10.02 Verona, Italy Korea Tools Industry Cooperative
20 Security Essen 2010 10.10.05~10.10.08 Essen, Germany Korea CCTV Industry Cooperative

21 Ceatec Japan 2010 10.10.05~10.10.09 Tokyo, Japan
Small and Medium Enterprises 

Technology Renobation Cooperative

22
H.K. INTERSTOFF ASIA 

10.10.06~10.10.08 Hong Kong, China Korea Fashion Textile Association
Essential Autumn

23 Sunbelt Ag Expo 10.10.19~10.10.21 Moultrie, USA Korea Agricultural Machinery Industry Cooperative
24 CSF 10.10.20~10.10.23 Hong Kong, China Korea Federation of Handicrafts cooperatives
25 Korea Trade Show Osaka 2010 10.10.20~10.10.21 Osaka, Japan Korea International Trade Association
26 PTC Asia 2010 10.10.25~10.10.28 Shanghai, China Korea Association of Machinery Industry
27 K Trade Fair 10.10.27~10.11.03 Dusseldorf, Germany Korea Plastics Processing machine Industry Cooperative
28 InterCharm 2010 10.10.28~10.10.31 Moskva, Russia Korea Cosmetic Industry Cooperative
29 Korea Trade Show Shanghai 2010 10.11.10~10.11.12 Shanghai, China Korea International Trade Association
30 Index 2010 10.11.14~10.11.17 Dubai, Arab Emirates Korea Federation of Furniture Industry Cooperative
31 CHTF 2010 10.11.16~10.11.21 Shenzhen, China Korea Information Technology Research Institute
32 MEDICA 2010 10.11.17~10.11.20 Dusseldorf, Germany Korea Medical Devices Industrial Coop. Association

Trade Calendar
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